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Writers Telling Their Stories:
Help for Finding Our Own Literary Voices
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Q

uality literature serves as a model for quality writing-for elementary, middle, secondary, and adult
learners. Not only can aspiring writers benefit from interaction with excellent models of varied writing
styles and different perspectives for telling a story, but they can also learn just how and why to tell their
stories. Many writers include parts of their own lives in their works, through either straightforward autobiographies, parts of a story, or an aspect of an individual character's personality or experience. Those authors
who noticeably include aspects of themselves, their personalities, and their experiences in their writings, and
may feel closer to them as individuals often intrigue readers. Ultimately, as they enjoy stories told by favorite
authors, they may ask, "Just what made this person want to tell this story?" Are writers initially people who have
their own stories that they feel compelled to tell, or are they people who love and need to write and, thereby,
create stories to tell so that they can fulfill that need? Whichever explanation is true, the use of autobiographies
by well-known and widely read authors can be significant, not only for helping readers to grow in their own
writing processes, but for challenging them to consider the stories they have to tell-stories about themselves,
their families, and their encounters with life, be they humorous or harsh.
Jo Carson (1989), a master storyteller in narrative
and poetic forms, explains that the monologues and
dialogues in Stories I Ain't Told Nobody Yet "all come
from people. I never sat at my desk and made them
up. I heard the heart of each of them somewhere. A
grocery store line. A beauty shop. The emergency
room .... I am an eavesdropper and I practiced being
invisible to get them." (Carson, 1989, p. xi) Carson
makes her strongest pitch about listening to people's
stories in a poem in which a mother is speaking to her
daughter who has moved away.
I am asking you to come back home
before you lose the chance of seein' me alive.

... I've got whole lives of stories that belong to
you.
I could fill you up with stories,
stories I ain't told nobody yet,
stories with your name, your blood in them.
Ain't nobody gonna hear them if you don't
and you ain't gonna hear them unless you get back
home.
When I am dead, it will not matter
how hard you press your ear to the ground. (Carson, 1989,pp. 81-82)
If ever there were a plea of encouragement for readers
to tell their stories and to understand how important
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these stories can be both to teller and listener, Jo
Carson makes it.
Teachers and writing coaches looking for best examples of outstanding authors who challenge elementary
through adult learners have strong models available.
We explore six accomplished authors: Tomie de Paola,
Jack Gantos, Francisco Jimenez, Kyoko Mori, Lois
Duncan, and Maya Angelou. Although there are many
more authors who have told their own stories, this is
a strong and representative selection to use working
with developing writers. "Classroom Writing Connections" follow each author discussion and provide
useful strategies for writing teachers or coaches to
assist students in finding their own voices. At the
end of our bibliography, we provide a "url" for our
Web site, designed specifically to provide additional
information about the writing process, instructional
approaches that can be used by writing teachers or
coaches, and names of other authors of popular,
award-winning literature for all ages who have also
written autobiographical works.

Tomie de Paola
Beginning with early preschoolers, Tomie de Paola
has charmed his young devotees with wonderful folk
tales that reflect his own ethnic heritage, as well
as with autobiographical stories of his family and
his early life, all marvelously supported by his own
illustrations. The Art Lesson (1989) is probably the
story most integral to understanding de Paola the
artist. As the story opens, young Tomie is eager to
begin kindergarten because his older brother told
him that a "real art teacher" comes to the school to
"give ART LESSONS!" Two older cousins who are
already in art school "learning to be real artists"
advise Tomie "not to copy and to practice, practice,
practice." When he finally meets the art teacher,
however, she wants the students to "copy" her picture of a Pilgrim woman and a turkey in preparation
for Thanksgiving. His efforts are further frustrated
by his classroom teacher who will only let him use
the prescribed box of eight crayon colors, not the
sixty-four color box he has brought from home. A
compromise is finally reached whereby Tomie will
first draw the regulation pilgrim and turkey and then
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use his own crayons to draw a picture of his own
design. The proud Tomie is subsequently shown
holding up an illustration that will one day appear in
his own books. Clearly this was a formative event in
de Paola's life that stayed with him through adulthood and was of such significance that he wanted to
share it with children.
So, which came first, the story or the storyteller? It
seems that the story-the event in young Tomie's
life-came first. Other autobiographical reflections
on significant childhood events for Tomie include his
picture books, Nana Upstairs and Nana Downstairs
(1973) about his special relationships with his grandmother and great-grandmother and their subsequent
deaths, and Now One Foot, Now the Other (1980)
about his grandfather Bob whom he assisted as Bob
recovered from a stroke.

Classroom Writing Connections
Novice writers of any age need to learn to look
beyond the storyline of the book to find the theme,
through which the author makes his or her most
important connections with the reader. De Paola's
most powerful literary device in The Art Lesson is the
clear and compelling voice of a young child. After an
initial read aloud of this book for pleasure, teachers
can prompt students to closely analyze and categorize
the ways in which de Paola causes readers to identify
with the protagonist. Specifically, ask students to note
the ways the author uses dialogue to help the reader
know this child.
After identifying de Paola's techniques, teachers
might ask to make lists of times when they highly
anticipated an event, only to be disappointed when
their expectations were not realized or to tell stories
of things they wanted to accomplish but found obstacles. They could also discuss compromises that were
reached or might have been reached. Adapting de
Paola's techniques for expressing voice and for helping readers identify with the characters, ask students
to tell their stories in a personal narrative. The strong
eagerness to succeed and the frustration encountered,
as described in The Art Lesson, will provide wonderful models to assist young listeners and readers as
they tell their own stories with equal passion.
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An additional writing prompt reflects a sub-theme in
The Art Lesson. Expound on de Paola's frustration at
being "outside the box" with his artistic interpretations. Students could use first person narrative or a
poem to explain the circumstances and the feelings of
hearing a "different drummer" and not conforming in
their own experiences. Both of these writing activities
allow novice writers to further develop their abilities
to let their voices come through in their writing by
following the example of Tomie de Paola, a talented
author.

Jack Gantos

trous year. In the following tale, Joey Pigza Loses
Control, external family forces seem determined to
short circuit this promise, as in Gantos' own life. Joey
is encouraged by his estranged father to spend part of
the summer with him. Joey's mother, who describes
his father as like Joey "only bigger," is, with good
reason, very worried about this. Not only does Joey's
father lack self control, drinking heavily and avoiding
responsibility, but he also pushes Joey to take unnecessary risks-encouraging him to discard the patches
that supply his regular daily medication. Joey returns
to his mother, disillusioned with his father and eager
for the consistency and order his mother provides.
Clearly, for Jack Gantos, the personal story of the
storyteller preceded the fictional story of Joey Pigza.

Jack Gantos, winner of the Newberry Honor award
for Joey Pigza Loses Control (2000) and finalist for
the National Book Award for its precursor Joey Pigza
Swallowed the Key (1998), has recently created a
Classroom Writing Connections
masterful autobiography, Hole in My Life (2002).
Gantos writes for older audiences, therefore impacting
An account of his troubled
the way classroom teachers
Gantos genuinely has his own story and writing coaches might
adolescence and his time spent
to tell, and aspects of it are reflected use his books. Since older
in a federal prison on a drug
smuggling conviction, Hole in
writers bring more life
in the fictional life of his character
My Life is a very straightforexperiences and broader
Joey Pigza.
ward story of Gantos' problems
perspectives to the writing
dealing with life, learning to
process, they may connect
focus on writing as a career, and
with Gantos on many differchanneling his many strengths productively. While
ent levels. Teachers often use double-entry journals in
his fictional works have been geared for middle grade
which students record powerful or particularly meanreaders, Hole in My Life is written for older, mature
ingful quotes from the book on the left side of a page
adolescents. Gantos portrays his own weaknesses and
and then use the right column to record a personal
the many ways in which he was his own worst enemy.
reaction to the writing. Teachers might consider using
While he clearly does not recommend prison as a
a triple-entry journal for Gantos 's Hole in My Life.
means for adolescents to mature and become writers,
A third column could be added that allows readers to
he does trace the shock of actual incarceration and its
record an associated life event, memory, or current
impact in giving his life direction.
event that they might be interested in writing about.
Life
experiences will dictate the types of connections
Gantos genuinely has his own story to tell, and
readers make and can provide a wide range of selfaspects of it are reflected in the fictional life of his
generated writing prompts. High school students and
character Joey Pigza. Even the title Joey Pigza Loses
adult learners may find this option of self-directed
Control reflects some of Gantos' own lack of self-conchoice motivational.
trol and elements of Gantos' troubled adolescence and
lack of a positive father figure. In the first book, Joey
Pigza Swallowed the Key, Joey is finally diagnosed
with Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) and prescribed
new medications that will help him return to school
with the promise of stability and success after a disas-
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Students and teachers can explore other aspects
of Gantos 's writing techniques. He provides many
opportunities to compare and contrast himself in his
autobiographical account with the life of his fictional
protagonist Joey Pigza. For an interesting writing
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experience, students could identify four or five
events in Joey Pigza's life, which mirror Gantos 's
life, connecting the fictional with the autobiographical events. Students could then write a personal
narrative about an important event in their own lives,
and follow this with a piece of fiction based on their
personal narrative. They could subsequently identify
what they learned about themselves and the writing
processes of personal narrative versus fiction. Thus,
these readers-writers will be able to understand
where, when, and how Gantos drew from personal
history and how he used his own experiences to
provide depth of character for the protagonists and
antagonists in his fictional writing. These activities
and subsequent discussions provide an in-depth
study of Gantos's work as well as provide writing
experiences that will allow students to mimic the
literary devices of personal narrative and autobiography used by Gantos.
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short stories makes The Circuit a strong work that is
clearly an outpouring of Jimenez's own difficult life
story.

Although The Circuit can be read as a collection of
stand-alone short stories, they also hold together
well as an entire work, so that by the conclusion the
reader feels confident that he knows each family
member distinctly. The title story is perhaps the most
heart wrenching and the one most likely to have
killed off all hope in a young child. It is November,
and Francisco is beginning the school year as the
grape season concludes. Playing catch up and still
struggling to be comfortable with the English language in sixth grade, he finds in his English teacher,
Mr. Lema, a kind and understanding friend who
tutors him during lunch. As the month progresses,
Mr. Lema even offers to teach him to play the
trumpet, providing an extra-curricular bonus such as
Francisco has never experienced. When he returns
home that day to share this wonderful news with his
Francisco Jimenez
family, he finds, instead, that they are packed and
Francisco Jimenez tells a very different life story,
ready to move to the next seasonal crops in another
first in The Circuit: Stories from the Life of a Migrant
part
of the state. And so the story concludes-but the
Child ( 1997) and in its celebratory sequel, Breaking
hope and determination to succeed that are so firmly
Through (2001). The Circuit is a "semiautobiographiembedded in Francisco are
cal" series of short stories
Jimenez acknowledges that he writes not crushed.
that provide a sequential

not only for himself, but also for the
account of his childhood
Jimenez continued this story
years spent following
many migrant children who grew up as with a sequel, Breaking
California crops as the child he did and who inspired him with their Through (2001 ), in which
of migrant farm workers.
he moves into adolescence,
"courage, tenacity, and unwavering
He expresses gratitude to
is elected senior class
hope in the midst of adversity."
his family and many teachpresident, attends college
ers who encouraged him,
on scholarships and loans,
helping him to learn English
and ultimately holds an
and to catch up for the months of school he missed
endowed professorship at the same college he first
each year while on the move. Jimenez acknowledges
attended. This is the genuine success story of a
that he writes not only for himself, but also for the
boy who will not give up his hopes of realizing
many migrant children who grew up as he did and
the American dream. Clearly, his life experiences
who inspired him with their "courage, tenacity, and
defined what he shares with his young readers. As
unwavering hope in the midst of adversity" (1997,
students in U.S. classrooms increasingly represent a
p. ix). These are the people, with their "hopes and
variety of national origins, authors such as Jimenez
dreams for a better life" who, for Jimenez, "give
can help students from other countries to feel hope
meaning to the term 'American dream"' (1997,
and expectancy about their future and help students
p.116). He bestows very dream on his readers as a
native to the U.S. to understand the challenges that
wonderful gift. The very personal nature of these
classmates may be face.
WINTER
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Classroom Writing Connections

Kyoko Mori

Kyoko Mori's first novel, Shizuko s Daughter (1993),
Jimenez provides opportunities to engage stunamed a Best Book for Young Adults by the American
dents in the writing process. Teachers may guide
students to write a personal account of their own
Library Association and a Publishers Weekly Best
Book, is sophisticated in content and compellingly hard
experience with understanding something about
to put down. This well written cross-cultural coming
another culture-emphasizing the positive aspects
of that culture. Students who have visited another
of age novel takes place in Kobe, Japan, and details the
difficult adjustment that 12-year old Yuki Okuda must
country might provide examples of cultural norms
they had to learn and understand. Students could
make to her mother's suicide and her distant father's
first list things we may take for granted but that
subsequent remarriage to an unsympathetic woman.
visitors to the U.S. might not understand. They
It opens as Yuki's mother contemplates suicide and
might also identify some accepted norms of our
continues to portray Yuki's reaction and growth into
culture today, which
adulthood. Mori followed
Those
who
have
read
Mori's.first
two
books,
were actually brought
this first novel with One
will .find that her autobiographical reflections Bird (1995), the story of
here by immigrants
as an adult presented in The Dream of Water:
in past centuries.
Megumi, a young girl
These include holiday A Memoir (1995) help in understanding how
dealing with the loss of
celebrations such as
her mother. This time
the author's background experiences have
Saint Patrick's Day,
the loss is not through
impacted her as a writer
the use of pifiatas at
death but through her
birthdays and Christmother's decision to
mas, foods we enjoy from other cultures, clothes
leave her emotionally abusive and unfaithful husband.
we wear, and expressions we use such as Ciao!
This decision, according to Japanese social custom of
from Italian or Adios from Spanish.
the time, meant that her mother must return to her own
father's home and will not be allowed to see Megumi
The beautiful simplicity with which Jimenez writes
until she is 21 and out of her father's house. While
is a lesson in itself. His short and direct sentences
there are universal truths in both of these stories about
slow the reader down. His use of carefully chosen
the adolescent maturation process, societal norms also
descriptive language prompts powerful images.
create peculiarities in this process.
These are writing techniques that students can use
as models for revising their own previously written
Those who have read Mori's first two books, will find
pieces.
that her autobiographical reflections as an adult presented in The Dream of Water: A Memoir (1995) help
Jimenez retells his short stories in picture book
in understanding how the author's background experiformat for younger readers and listeners. The
ences have impacted her as a writer, particularly in
Christmas Gift (El regalo de Navidad) (2000) is one
her portrayal of Yuki in Shizuko s Daughter. As Mori
example. By reading the original short story and
shares her thoughts and feelings when she visits her
then the adapted picture book, older writers should
home in Kobe and anticipates reunions with family
be able to isolate when and why Jimenez decides
members, the key to family relationships presented in
to include dialogue, how the illustrations add to or
her two novels becomes much clearer for the reader.
help explain the story, and what parts of descriptive
Telling
her story through a combination of current
writing can be eliminated or adjusted when images
narrative, flashbacks, and memories, Mori includes
are present. A natural progression from this is for
a great deal about Japanese life and language, both
students to then take their own previously written
past and present, as well as such social norms as the
narratives and turn them into picture books for a
importance of saving face and expected responsibiliyounger audience.
ties of social class and family.
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Yuki's friend-a new character for the novel. They
Mori 's memoir is further expanded with another
non-fiction work, Polite Lies: On Being a Woman
could then discuss ways the insertion of an additional
Caught Between Cultures (1997), which describes the
character would change the story-adding a new
two halves of her life-the first lived in Japan and the
voice to this account that is so much a reflection of
second lived in the U.S. In both, she has found herself
Kyoko Mori 's own life.
an outsider, unable to conform or meet expectations
Lois Duncan
required by the "polite lies" inherent in Japanese
Lois Duncan, an extremely popular author of fiction
language and those of Midwestern interpersonal
for adolescents, has demonstrated her belief that "a
communication. She describes Japan as the country
writer 'gets started' the minute he is born" (Duncan,
"where I was unhappy: my mother killed herself when
1982, p. 5). She started writing at the age of 10 and
I was twelve, leaving me to spend my teenage years
published a piece of fiction in the magazine Calling
with my father and stepmother" and views those years
All Girls at the age of 13. She wrote and sold her
as a "distant bad memory," (p.4) but they are neverstories to magazines for many years before finally
theless always with her. As with the previous authors
publishing lengthier
we have discussed, the
manuscripts. During
Duncan began her writing career in a life
conflict Mori encountered
this time of growth as
in her childhood and adult that was in no way exceptional and then,
a writer, her content
years preceded her role as through unfortunate events, became someone
shifted from romance
writer, and are reflected
who writes out ofpurposeful response to a
to mystery-adventure
in the voice she uses as a
to suspense novels
tragic life experience.
writer in her fiction and
involving the paranonfiction works.
normal. She explains
in her non-fiction Chapters: My Growth As a Writer
Classroom Writing Connections
(1982) that her five children appear whole or in part
Sizuko s Daughter is a story of the impact of choices
on Yuki's life, beginning with her mother's decision
as characters in her books and that she uses teenage
experiences they have witnessed as fodder for her
to take her own life and continuing with her father's
storylines (p. 262). She also demonstrates the ability
remarriage. Others make some choices, but Yuki
to stretch suspense to the breaking point, and this
makes a number of them. Ask students to list sequenability has taken her work to the big screen with the
tially the 12 most important decisions they think are
popular movie I Know What You Did Last Summer, an
made in the novel and then to identify who made the
adaptation of her book of the same title (1999).
decision, why the decision was made, and the impact
the decision has on Yuki's life. Next, ask students to
Duncan began her writing career in a life that was
change one of these decisions and then to draft the
in no way exceptional and then, through unfortunate
story that might occur if this change had taken place.
events, became someone who writes out of purposeful
Through this activity, students may understand better
response to a tragic life experience. Who Killed My
the significance of individual events in telling a story.
Daughter ( 1994) is her true account of the unsolved
murder in 1989 of her daughter Kaitlin. Her family
To become more personally involved in Yuki's story,
believes the murder was linked to Kaitlin's knowledge
readers can consider the fact that some of the deciof organized criminal activity and that local authorisions made by Yuki are not necessarily productive
ties have tried to protect those involved.
for her. Readers could be encouraged to write three
or four pieces of advice to offer Yuki, helping her to
Duncan's writing changed drastically after her
consider decisions that would change her life situdaughter's murder. With her life in the midst of a
ations more productively. They might even rewrite
real-life mystery, she lacked desire to write fiction
one segment in the story, imagining themselves as
and abandoned it for non-fiction and an interest in

WINTER
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parapsychology, partially encouraged by efforts to
learn what had happened to Kaitlin. This added a
new dimension to her suspense novels Gallows Hill
( 1998), The Gift of Magic (1999), and Stranger with
My Face (1990), as well as Psychic Connections
(1995), a non-fiction work. Duncan's advice to
people who ask, "How do you become an author?" is
a strong reflection of her own literary experiences.
"The road is a long one. If you're lucky you will
keep progressing as you go along" (Duncan, 1982,
p. 10). Lois Duncan has been a writer all of her life,
and the story of her own life peppers her writing
with compassion, character, and purpose.

Maya Angelou
Writers exist who are so powerful in their craft that
it is nearly impossible to separate their lives from the
words they so masterfully weave together to comfort,
shock, challenge, and force us to recognize ourselves
in the lives of others. Maya Angelou is one of those
authors. She has been recognized in the literary and
entertainment fields for novels, stories, poems, plays,
essays, and children's books, as well as stage, film,
and television performances. Angelou's writing and
performances are reflections of her personality.

Angelou has openly shared her life in six autobiographical volumes. Beginning with her phenomenally
successful work, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
Classroom Writing Connections
(1970), and continuing through Gather Together in
Successful writing requires research to bring
My Name (1974), Singin 'and Swingin 'and Getting'
authenticity to a story. For Duncan, this meant
learning about telepathy, out-of-body experiences,
Merry like Christmas (1976), The Heart of a Woman,
extrasensory percep(1981), All God's Chi/dren Need Traveling
tion, and other aspects
From her childhood in rural Arkansas to
of parapsychology to
Shoes
( 1986), to her lather life as a madam and unwed mother, little
be able to weave those
est A Song Flung Up to
in Maya Angelou's life suggests the level of
notions into her writing.
Heaven (2002), Angelou
She used her own tragic success she has attained.
invites readers to walk
life experiences as the
in her shoes alongside
impetus for learning
such prominent figures
about topics of passionate concern to her. Teachers
as Martin Luther King, James Baldwin, and Malcolm
could use current events to spawn student interest
X. While the political and historical contexts of
in a topic, asking students to brainstorm about how
Angelou's life are noteworthy, we also know her
research on a particular topic would add dimension
through her writing as a wife, mother, unemployed
and legitimacy to a piece of writing. First, discern
writer, activist, and woman. Part of the beauty of
initial questions that would need to be answered by
Angelou's writing is that you can hear all those parts
the research. A storyboard or other story grammar
of her at once. In many ways, Maya Angelou's poems
organizer could help students decide where in their
are as blended as the author herself-mixtures of fear,
writing the facts and the fiction would merge. The
uncertainty, disappointment, triumph, determination,
it-could-really-happen" feeling that readers receive
and faith-making it challenging to separate the
from Duncan's writing helps make her works so
woman from the writer.
popular. Novice and experienced writers can learn
From her childhood in rural Arkansas to her life as a
from her style and discuss the depths to which
madam and unwed mother, little in Maya Angelou's
she goes to know her topic. They can understand,
life suggests the level of success she has attained.
through the activity described above, that extenOften her desire to write had to take a backseat to
sive research on a topic provides writers with the
riots, abusive situations, and putting food on the table
terminology and background information needed to
for herself and her son. Somewhere in the midst of
bring authenticity to writing, and they can apply this
these struggles, she found the time and will to give
knowledge to their own writing.
voice to the writer inside who was documenting
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events, memorizing moments, and storing just the
they loved to write and in that process created stories
right words so that others would be able to see what
to tell. Actually, we find that both can be true, and
she saw, feel what she felt, and live as she lived.
new question emerged: Do these compelling personal
While the majority of her books are written primarily
stories inspire the brilliance of the writing, or does
for young adult and adult
the authors ability to
audiences, her writing
write make the stories
In the end it might not really matter
has significant breadth
brilliant? Although the
which
comes
first,
the
writer
or
the
story.
of literary appeal. In Life
answers are more likely
What matters is that we learn to look at our to be a combination than
Doesn't Frighten Me
(1993), Angelou teamed students as writers and guide them toward
a one-or-the-other scewith artist Jean-Michel
nario,
the more important
.finding their own literary voices, enabling
Basquiat to create a
question for educators is:
them to tell their stories.
children's book with
How do we allow both
powerful images and
circumstances in our
language about a young
students?
child who emphatically and repeatedly denounces fear
Students come to us with two significant common
in the face of a confusing and dangerous world. Two
denominators. One is that they have stories, just as
other children's books, Kofi and His Magic ( 1996)
the authors we discuss here. Perhaps their stories
and My Painted House, My Friendly Chicken, and Me
speak of poverty, abuse, violence, racism, or other
( 1996), bring us clear voices of children from Africa.
social ills. Or perhaps their stories are about courage,
Classroom Writing Connections
comfort, joy, triumph, and love. Whatever the focus
Angelou is a masterful storyteller who captures readof their stories, they are unique to each person, and
ers with her powerful language. Writers need to learn
they are worth telling. However simple or complex,
to choose words that will most effectively tell their
comforting or disturbing, these personal stories offer
stories and learn how to use words to evoke the approopportunities for students to learn skill in the art of
priate emotions from readers. Literary devices, such
writing, to learn the mechanics of language use, and
to experience the pleasure that comes from telling a
as sensory words, descriptive language, and imagery,
story that longs to be told.
as well as linguistic devices, such as alliteration,
assonance, onomatopoeia, and balanced syllabication,
Students also come to us with talents. Some talents lie
can add meaning and emotion to otherwise flat writjust below the surface waiting to be awakened, while
ing. Teachers and students could dissect Angelou's
others are hidden so deeply that tapping into them is a
poems and narratives to categorize her use of lanlong and challenging process. But the ability to share
guage to evoke the desired reader sentiment. What
their thoughts in print is within each of our students.
words suggest feelings of hurt, love, compassion,
Our challenge as educators is to motivate, support,
anger, distrust, or humor? Why is this so? Students
teach, and inspire these would-be writers. In the end it
might select one of Angelou's poems or narratives as
might not really matter which comes first, the writer
a model for original writing in which they experiment
or the story. What matters is that we learn to look at
with "power" words. They will realize that the careful
our students as writers and guide them toward finding
selection of words, not the volume of words, brings
their own literary voices, enabling them to tell their
the most meaning to the reader.
stories.

Final Implications for Educators
We began this article with the question of whether
writers were initially people with a story to tell who
learned to write as a means of telling that story or if

WINTER

Literature provides powerful models for learning to
"write like a writer" (Smith, 1983 ). Bill Martin, Jr.
(1975, in Harp and Brewer) explains that readers
develop linguistic storehouses where they make
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mental notes of patterns, structures, and language
use from the literature they read. When they write,
they draw from these storehouses. Part of our
responsibility as educators is to ensure that our
students read quality literature so that the linguistic
storehouses they develop are filled with patterns,
structures, and language capable of enriching their
writing. We endeavored to include examples of such

literature by authors who told their own stories,
and we balanced these examples with suggestions
for classroom use in helping students to find and
use their own voices. We hope our efforts will help
classroom teachers and writing coaches as they
work to help students develop increasingly sophisticated writing abilities and to find and use their
writing voices.
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